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Transforming the Non Profit Executive 
Moving From Surviving To Thriving in Your Career 

Dear Surviving Nonprofit Executive,  
 
Last week, the focus was on creating a fund development plan for your shop. A
clear, annual plan of what you're going to focus on and when, whatever the
revenue stream. 
 
High five's all around.   Now that the dust has settled, here's a great question
for you.   
 
Now that you have a plan, how the heck do to accomplish it if you're the
chief bottle washer and fundraiser? 
 
Small non-profits, including many schools, churches, community organizations
and social service agencies, face some unique development challenges.
 Without a large and influential board of directors, a substantial fundraising
staff, or widespread name recognition, these groups often struggle with
development, in many cases operating “donation to donation.” 
 
This situation is unfortunate, because many of these smaller non-profits
provide key services to the communities where they are located which aren’t
replicated by larger non-profits.  Their mission matters… and they need
increased fundraising to survive and thrive. 
 
If you're a "small and mighty nonprofit", here are my best tips for raising funds
when you have limited staff resources. 

Module Eight: Fundraising Tips and Expectations, No Matter the
Size of Your Shop
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1. Leverage Your Resources 
 
The best fundraising strategy for smaller nonprofits is to leverage the
resources they already have.  You may not have hundreds of volunteers,
thousands of clients served, or dozens of large donors, but what you likely do
have is a passionate core of supporters who may be able to do more for you…
if you show them how and support their efforts. 
 
Leveraging resources is all about using what you already have to bring about
more support and action than would be possible otherwise.  In the simplest
example, if you have a supporter who donates $25, and their company
matches it with $25, you have effectively leveraged your $25 donor into a $25
donation you would not have gotten from the company otherwise. 
 
What other ways can you leverage your current resources?  Make a list below: 
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2. Delegate Responsibility 
 
It’s impossible to “do it all” when you’re heading up fundraising efforts for a
small nonprofit.  Don’t be afraid to delegate to trusted board members
(remember the term "working board?", supporters and volunteers. 
 
Make a list  - right here, right now - of items that you can delegate beginning this
week.  Items that you know you can do, but others frankly could do and quite
possibly do better: 
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3. Make it Scalable 
 
Businesses love scalability – so should you!  Scalability means that your
fundraising tactic can be planned and organized once, then used over and
over again.  Making your fundraising opportunities scalable allows you to use
your limited staff time and organizational resources once and reap the
rewards over and over again. 
 
A good example of a scalable program would be to invite your supporters to
hold small events in their homes on your behalf, where they raise a small
amount of money (anything from $50-$5,000) for your charity.  Your staff or a
key volunteer could design a “how to hold a fundraising event” book and set
up the event system in advance, then use it over and over again as more and
more supporters agree to host events. 
 
Make a list of board members, donors, supporters, volunteers who care deeply
about your mission.  Whom can you ask - this week - to host a house party in the
next six months?  If they asked 10 friends to attend, and each friend gave $100 -
how much could you raise? 
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4. Test for Success 
 
One of the best fundraising strategies for small nonprofits is to focus on what
works, and leave the rest behind.  The 80/20 principle works well here — if
you’re trying lots of different fundraising tactics, 80% of them won’t work or will
only get a mediocre response; 20% of them will go gangbusters. 
 
Test your strategies, then throw out what doesn’t work, and keep what does.
 You’ve got a limited staff and a limited budget… use them wisely. 
 
Let's look at your current fundraising mix in your fund development plan.  Do
you have metrics in place to measure each revenue stream this year?  If not, let's fix
that - right now.  You'll need to measure the success of each strategy PRIOR to
tossing it out.  Then, if it's not performing, toss it out.  'Nuf said. 
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5. Fish in Both Ponds 
 
When dealing with small organizations, I often break donor prospects down
into two big “ponds.”  There’s the whale pond… filled with those individuals,
businesses, and foundations that can afford to write big checks (i.e. $5,000 –
$10,000 or more) and the minnow pond… filled with those people, companies,
and organizations that generally write smaller checks (i.e. $1-$5,000). 
 
Many small nonprofits think they should focus only on the minnow pond,
because that’s where most of their money comes from.  Other smaller non-
profits think they should focus only on the whale pond, because that’s the
kind of support they will need to grow.  Resist both temptations.  The best
fundraising strategy is to fish in both ponds: the minnow pond donations will
provide your base level of operating support, and the few larger gifts you
receive from the whale pond will help you grow, expand, and prosper. 
 
What's your strategy (again, refer to your fund development plan) to cultivate,
solicit and retain your whales?  What's the strategy to ensure that your
minnows multiply, sustain and grow? 
 
Make a list of the whales that you need to spend extra time with this
fiscal/calendar year: 
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Small and Mighty, Yes!  Play With The Big Boys 
 
Sometimes it just doesn’t seem fair: you’re working hard, giving your
organization’s development program all of your effort and skill, and yet it
doesn’t feel like you’re making enough progress.  Then you see a major non-
profit across town raise $500,000 in a single two week campaign, using their
twelve person strong development office and army of volunteers. 
 
Or maybe you’re writing grants, one at a time, and are tired of being beaten to
the punch by another organization that has two full time grant-writers on
staff, while you have to handle everything from major donor giving to direct
mail in addition to trying to knock out one grant proposal per month. 
 
Fear not!  Just because you work in a small (or even one-person) development
shop, it doesn’t mean you can’t use the same tools as the “big boys” to boost
your fundraising and grow your footprint.  Sure, they may have more staff or a
bigger development budget that you, but you can employ many of the same
tricks of the trade as larger non-profits, even with your limited resources. 
 
Here, then, are the top 5 ways you can fundraise like the big boys, no matter
how small your non-profit is: 
 
1.  Build Fundraising Networks 
 
Large non-profits are very good at asking their board and key supporters to
open up their rolodexes to fundraise on behalf of the organization.  Likewise,
big organizations are great at forming affinity groups like young professionals
associations and giving clubs. 
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These tactics need not be reserved for large non-profits though.  In fact,
because they allow your staff to multiply their efforts, these tactics are tailor-
made for small development shops.  
 
When was the last time that you met with each board member and asked them to
make a list of key contacts that they will personally introduce you to?  
 
 
 
 
Conversely, whom do your board members know that you'd love to meet?  Make a
list below: 
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2.  Focus on Cultivation 
 
While larger organizations have enough staff to spend a significant amount of
time cultivating prospects before making an ask, many smaller organizations
jump the gun and make asks before really cultivating prospects.  This is a big
mistake.  Prospects don’t become lifelong benefactors unless they are
properly cultivated. 
 
Even if you have a limited amount of staff, act like the big boys and cultivate
before you ask.   
 
Make a list of key prospects that you need to devote time to cultivating: 
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3.  Include Planned Giving 
 
Small organizations often shy away from planned giving campaigns because
they seem to take up lots of time and resources.  They needn’t be.  Larger non-
profits know that planned giving is a great way to ensure the future financial
stability of the organization.  
 
In order to benefit from planned giving, your small development shop need
not spend a ton of time or money on a major campaign.  Simply start asking
your donors to remember your organization in their will, and track how many
people agree to do so. 
 
Draft a paragraph to include on your website and print materials about planned
giving at your nonprofit: 
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4.  Diversify Your Tactics 
 
Too many small non-profits rely on one major fundraising event per year to
raise most of their budget.  Likewise, many small shops are grant-dependent,
or focus almost entirely on board giving or on direct mail.  Putting all of your
fundraising efforts into one basket is a recipe for disaster. 
 
Instead, do what the big boys do: diversify your tactics.  Don’t rely too heavily
on any one fundraising technique.  The more successful you are in
diversifying, the more stable your non-profit will be in the long run.  (See last
week's fund development plan.) 
 
5.  Be Active Online 
 
Many large non-profits are crushing it online.  They’re using websites, blogs,
and social media sites to connect with prospects, cultivate and steward
donors, make asks, and more.  Yet I can’t tell you how many smaller non-
profits I have talked to that say they just don’t have the time to “do online.” 
 
Hogwash.  Being active online needn’t take hours each day.  Make the
investment to get your website up to date and looking nice, and then spend 15
minutes each day on Facebook and Twitter combined.  That’s it.  You’re active
online.  You will notice the difference!   
 
Have you heard of Hootsuite?  (https://hootsuite.com/)  This magical platform
allows you to connect ALL of your social media accounts on one website. Once
you've connected all of the platforms that your nonprofit uses, you can
schedule multiple posts all at once, up to a week in advance.  I set time each
Monday to schedule my social media posts for the week and then check this
off my to-do list! 
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Being Small Can Be an Advantage! 
 
Of course, as a smaller fundraising shop, you also have one key advantage
over larger non-profits: your ability to make decisions and implement changes
quickly.  At many larger non-profits, changing course or launching a new
fundraising effort requires moving through several layers of bureaucracy (and
that can take months), but not for you – you can decide and act without delay. 
 
Use this advantage!  When things change, refine your game plan.  When
events arise, react to them in a way that larger organizations can’t.  It will give
you a leg up in the race for fundraising dollars, as well as be attractive to
donors looking to make a good investment. 
 
The vast majority of charitable organizations in the world are relatively small.
 They fly under the radar screen, without the news stories and sizable
bequests generated by the flashier national and international organizations.
 Most don’t have naming opportunities to offer or champions in government
or Fortune 500 companies.  Fundraising for these organizations is often
difficult. 
 
But… their mission matters, as does yours!  Much of the good work done by
charitable organizations in the world is done by these small non-profits, the
ones who struggle to make their budgets each year, and who you don’t ever
see in the papers or on TV.  So, how can you compete?  How can you raise the
money you need not just to survive, but to thrive? 
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Build Deeper Relationships 
 
Fundraising for any non-profit is based on relationships.  For small non-
profits, this is doubly true.  The good news is, because smaller organizations
have smaller donor lists, it is often much more possible for them to develop
deeper relationships with the donors they do have. 
 
How do you build deeper relationships with your donors?  You talk to them!
 Stay in touch, keep them informed, let them know they are appreciated.  Most
of these communications should not be fundraising asks.  Send newsletters
and e-updates, hold non-ask events and tours, and ask for their opinion and
input.  Keep them up to date and in the loop. 
 
Remember how in week #2 I asked you to make a list of people that you
needed to be meeting with?  This is why.  There's a truism in "nonprofitdom" -
"if you ask for money, you'll get advice.  If you ask for advice, you'll get
money."  We're in the business of relationships.  Get to know your people. 
 
Build More Relationships 
 
Once a small non-profit has started building deeper relationships, it’s time to
start building more relationships with new donors and prospects.  Growing
your fundraising for a small organization requires stepping outside your
current donor comfort zone and establishing new relationships. 
 
The best way to build new relationships is by getting your current donors and
supporters to introduce you to their networks… hold lots of non-fundraising
events, go out to meetings at your supporters’ companies and clubs, and do
lots of networking. Build these new relationships the right way… slowly, and
with an eye to developing deep and long lasting support.  A mentor of mine
once told me "don't eat lunch alone". 
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Get Better at Explaining Your Mission 
 
For many small nonprofits, talking about your mission becomes secondary to
carrying that mission out.  This makes sense… with limited staff resources,
your focus on getting things done, not talking about what you are doing.   
 
Add to that the fact that for your group, most of your small donor list has been
with you for many years, and you can see why explaining their work in a
compelling and emotional way is not something you have to focus great
energy or resources on. 
 
If you’re growing new and deeper relationships and strengthening fundraising
for your small non-profit, however, you’re going to need to be able to explain
what you do and why it is important in a concise and compelling way (I
sometimes call this making your “case for support”).   
 
Sit down with your key staff, supporters, board members and those who you
serve to figure out the best way to present your mission to new prospects.  
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What is it you do?   
Who do you serve?  
Why does it matter?   
Why do you need money?   
What are your success stories?

 



If you work for or volunteer for a small non-profit, remember, your mission
matters!  Building new relationships and mechanisms for fundraising for your
group will take time and patience, but it can (and should) be done. 
 
Most development offices are resource-starved. You don’t have the money or
manpower to do everything you want to do, so you have to make choices
about where to focus your efforts. 
 
For most fundraisers, I would estimate that about 75% of that time and effort
necessarily involves maintaining the status quo… making sure that this year’s
big event raises a couple more dollars than last year’s, and that our big donors
give a little more this year than last year. These activities keep our programs
active and our fundraising stable in light of inflation. 
 
Like I said, most of us spend at least 75% of our time just maintaining that
fundraising status quo. That only leaves 25% of our time and energy for
everything else. 
 
How do you spend that 25%? 
 
In my experience, lots of fundraisers (especially development directors) spend
a lot of that 25% on trying to control costs and achieve savings in fundraising.   
 
They spend 20 hours on the phone trying to get flowers, entertainment and
linens for the next event donated in-kind to the organization, and another 4
hours trying to figure out if they can cut costs by culling their mailing list. 
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The net result of all of this cost-cutting, penny-pinching and attempted savings
is a couple of thousand dollars extra for the non-profit each year, and peace
of mind when the board treasurer grills you on our budget projections for the
year to come. 
 
What this push for savings and cost cutting doesn’t do, though, is move your
organization forward in any real way. It doesn’t help you leap forward in your
revenue, accomplish big things, or help more people. 
 
Going for the Big Wins 
 
When I work with an organization that has big plans, I encourage them to stop
focusing on saving every penny they can, and instead focus on going for the
big wins. I show them that they probably can’t do both, at least not very well.
They have to decide whether they are going to use that 25% of their time on
small budgetary wins or large fundraising wins that will really move their non-
profit ahead. 
 
In my mind, the right answer is always to spend that 25% focused on the big
wins.  
 
Think about it… using our example above, let’s say someone at your
organization spends 20 hours every year trying to get stuff donated in-kind for
your big events. Let’s say that they’re really successful. Let’s assume (and this
is a big assumption) that they are so skilled that they get $15,000 worth of
stuff given to your organization in-kind every year. 
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Now, imagine what this skilled fundraiser could do if they spent those 20
hours focused on upgrading your mid-level donors to major donors by
meeting with them in person. Or if they spent those hours asking your largest
donors for referrals to new prospects. 
 
Imagine if your fundraisers were focused on big wins like a new major gift or
finding new, capable board members, instead of spending their time trying to
wring a couple of extra dollars out of your vendors, or worried about whether
they can spend $100 taking a donor out to lunch. 
 
Of course, I’m not saying that non-profits should be reckless with their
spending. You have a duty to our donors to be good stewards of their money.
But so many organizations are so scared of spending money that they miss
the big picture truth: a new $10,000 donor will have far more positive impact
for your non-profit, over the long run, than saving $1,000 on your travel
expenses. 
 
So… how are you (and/or your fundraising team) spending that 25%? If you’re not
focused on big wins, now is the time to start! 
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So You're Lucky Enough to Have a Development Director....Who Does
What? 
 
What's your role in getting the fundraising done at your nonprofit?  Depending
on the size of your shop, it may all rest on your shoulders.  If you have the
budget to hire a development director, that's great!  Based on the makeup of
your nonprofit, read through the scenarios below and make some note as to
where you need to change your perception, your attitude or your work plan. 
 
Expectation One: Expect the development director you hire to be the
development director you hired.  
 
If your new development director did not increase individual giving at her/his
prior three jobs, don’t expect her/him to do it for you. More frequently than
with any other position, I encounter executive directors who expect their
development directors to suddenly sprout new skills, talents, and community
connections merely because an organization needs them. 
 
The range of potentially necessary skills and experiences that a development
director might bring to her/his work is broad, from writing skills to special
event planning to major donor development to social-media talents. No one
can do all or even most of these things well.  
 
Before you hire a development director, it’s critical to determine the must-
have skill set given the primary funding strategies of your organization. Then,
of course, ask each candidate and their references for specific examples of
success that bear on your primary fundraising strategies. 
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Expectation Two: Expect to pay well, but ethically.  
 
It is clearly a seller’s market for experienced development directors with a
proven track record of success. So, yes, you have to pay a good market-rate
salary to attract and retain a strong development director. In fact, I frequently
have to counsel executive directors that until they are willing to bring their
own salaries up to market rate, they cannot hire exceptional talent in other
positions given the inappropriate ceiling on their own salaries. Expect to offer
a competitive salary and—if consistent with the compensation plans of other
senior managers—a performance-based bonus.   
 
But,  you should not expect to pay development directors percentage-based
compensation. The Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) Ethics
Committee defines percentage-based compensation as “any compensation
that is based on a percentage (sometimes referred to as a commission) of
contributions raised.”  
 
AFP strongly opposes this compensation strategy, arguing that it puts self-gain
ahead of mission, damages donor trust, and can encourage self-dealing. “AFP
believes that individuals serving a charity for compensation must first accept
the principle that charitable purpose, not self-gain, is paramount,” the
committee wrote in a white paper on professional compensation. “It is our
view that if, by definition, private financial benefit cannot inure to the charity,
it should not inure to the worker.” 
 
 AFP does not oppose providing bonuses to development directors so long as
such bonuses are typical of how you reward other senior managers and are
based on annual performance goals rather than on a percentage of
contributions raised. 
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Expectation Three: Expect ramp-up time—but not too much.  
 
A classic tension between an executive director and a new development
director concerns time and scheduling: how long should it take a new
development director to get up to speed? Getting this partnership off to a
good start requires clear expectation setting from day one. 
 
You can expect that a new development director can fairly quickly understand
and manage fundraising strategies already under way and producing well—
within, say, two to three months. The uncertainty comes when you ask a
development director to open a new fundraising channel or to significantly
expand an existing one. 
 
 Can you expect a 25 percent increase in corporate sponsorships in a
development director’s first year on the job? Can you expect to double the
response rate on her/his first holiday mail appeal? The answer is yes only if
you develop these targets and their time lines with your development director
and are both clear on the expectations to meet them. 
 
Expectation Four: Expect to spend more time fundraising.  
 
Once you have hired a strong development director, don’t expect to do less
fundraising. In most community nonprofits with a mix of individual and
institutional donors, executive directors are the primary external face of these
organizations. 
 
Typically donors want to talk directly with an executive director, so executive
directors make many of the requests for money. The development director,
on the other hand, directs fundraising efforts overall.  
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Take heed:  if the executive director is uncomfortable asking for money or
does not understand the long-term nature of fundraising, your job will vary
from difficult to miserable.  
 
Through good planning and prospecting, effective development directors
create more opportunities for executive directors to fundraise. So if this
partnership works properly, expect to spend more time fundraising. 
 
Expectation Five: Expect a board to be exactly the board you recruited.  
 
If you did not recruit your current board members with a clear understanding
of their commitment to and skills in fundraising, hiring a strong development
director cannot change that. It is your job and the board chair’s—not the
development director’s—to create the expectations for fundraising on your
board. 
 
Indeed, during the hiring process, a good development director asks about
board engagement to understand who—if anyone—is her/his partner in
fundraising efforts. Certainly, through excellent planning and coordination of
effort, an effective development director can and should increase the
fundraising impact of your board. But she/he cannot reset fundamental board
expectations for fundraising.  
 
Simply hiring a development director does not resolve the “cycle of finger
pointing” that plagues many board–executive director relationships in
fundraising. Instead, a third actor joins in the frustration. Again, an
experienced development director may be an effective coach for an executive
who wants to shift her/his board’s fundraising culture so long as the executive
and board leadership take clear responsibility for doing so. 
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Expectation Six: Expect to spend money.  
 
Beware the new development director who after three weeks on the job says,
“I can’t raise money if you don’t buy me [fill in the blank with expensive
software package].” A discussion of the current state of the fundraising
infrastructure and planned investments therein should be part of the hiring
process. It’s critical that before she/her takes the job, an incoming
development director evaluate whether she can be effective with your
organization’s available resources. 
 
Still, a development director needs a satisfactory budget to develop and
maintain effective fundraising strategies and systems. Particularly if an
organization has never had a development director or the previous one was
not a good systems person, expect to make early and large investments in a
new development director. Moreover, recognize that entering a new
fundraising channel—say, direct mail or special events—requires initial and
ongoing capital investment. Typical investments are software, channel-specific
consultants, graphic design, and printing. 
 
Expectation Seven: Expect a good plan.  
 
An effective development director plans thoroughly and works the plan with
discipline. Ask prospective development directors to share their annual
development plans from their prior work at nonprofits. These need not be
elaborate documents but should indicate that a candidate can conceive of a
full year’s development efforts; their financial targets; their required expenses;
their time line; and their involvement of staff, board, and volunteers. Expect
your development director to work well with your finance director during the
annual budgeting process so that the development plan and the budget work
in tandem to meet your organization’s financial needs. 
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Expectation Eight: Expect ROI.  
 
Clearly the investment in a strong development director should produce an
excellent return. But in this case, how do you define return on investment?  
 
First, in your calculations of ROI, include more than annual amounts raised.
While dollars are the most obvious metric, also consider the value added by: 
A) a good development director in training and mentoring less-experienced
fundraisers on the staff and board 
B) in setting up systems that effectively track, thank, and engage donors 
C) and in many cases, in serving on the organization’s senior-management
team.  
In short, don’t hire and evaluate a development director as though her/his
only value is represented by total dollars raised. 
 
Still, a development director’s job is to direct fundraising efforts, and the
theory is that, with someone dedicated to this assignment, your organization
is going to raise more money than it otherwise would, and in a more efficient
and sophisticated manner.  
 
It is critical that upon hire, and then annually, you work with the development
director to develop and monitor detailed fundraising performance metrics.
These metrics should flow from the aforementioned development plan and
annual budget. You’ll need a budget and success metrics for each fundraising
channel (e.g., your newsletter, your holiday appeal, your foundation grant-
writing, and so on).  
 
Note that each fundraising channel has a unique ROI. Direct mail may return
much less per dollar spent than grant writing, for instance. And further, the
recession and shifts in giving patterns affect each channel differently. 
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Understanding your fundraising investment and ROI is a critical executive
responsibility. The executive director and development director who work together
to make meaning of their development data will be a more focused and effective
fundraising team. 
 
In evaluating fundraising performance, the Fundraising Effectiveness Survey by AFP
and the Urban Institute goes deeper than dollars raised. In their most recent
Fundraising Effectiveness Survey Report, the report argues, “To understand what is
really happening in a way that is useful for planning and budgeting, it is necessary to
analyze both the fundraising gains and the fundraising losses—in dollars and donors
—from one year to the next.” 
 
Whichever metrics you choose together, the critical point is that you and the
development director share an understanding of what success looks like and the
roles each of you has in getting there. Without clear, measurable targets the ROI on
your investment in a development director can never be accurately calculated. 
 
On the Road to Success 
 
Finding and keeping a good development director is not easy. But effective
partnerships between executive directors and development directors come about
when both sides take responsibility for making the partnership work. Without clear
expectations and directives, a new development director can easily fall short of an
organization’s needs and expectations for fundraising. 
 
But armed with clear goals, agreed-upon time frames for those goals, and an
understanding of how an executive director wants these goals achieved, an
incoming development director can get up to speed and deliver on the need that
brought her to the position in the first place: the need for solid fundraising. For
executive directors, clear expectations are the key to great expectations. 
 
Until next week, 
Kari 
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